He r.it'y.e two basic assumptions.
• *• We can imagine, for exanple, a real, microscopic, particle trajectory starting at any time t with velocity P<HAt tin* t + At, the particle will have a velocity p + Ap, where A3 is a stochastj.c net change in th« particle's velocity during At. The one-step wind-vector distributions are most conveniently given in terns of a PDF for the distribution of dp values about the nean. where A^ is a sample frora the small-scale PDF.
If we assume*
See footrace on p. 3. Random samples are easily obtained from this distribution, so it is convenient for our purposes.
•Note that <Au> -0 as assumed in Eq. (6) .
and consider the first four steps.
-Au r * Note, however, that the formulation used to derive flj(n) from the turbulence spectrum must also have this property; otherwise, an analogous property appropriate to the formulation used must be substituted for Eq. (9) . An example of this is discussed later. 
where T is lag time.
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. VI. SOME STRAIGHTFORWARD MODEL EXTENSIONS He have described a basic, broadly applicable, computational »-ool for atmospheric transport problems even though our current interest is in a free
•Certainly, for example, the present model is not the only one that attains the favorable agreement in Pig. 15.
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Pig. 15. Demonstration growth curves for three input spectra and three source sizes, plotted on an empirical composite of observed cluster sizes (after Hags et al. 1967). 
